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A.

GENERAL ORDERS
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 105.09
Individual member responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:
A.
D.

Proper execution of all assigned duties.
Adherence to policies, procedures, rules and regulations of the Department and
the County of Riverside.

GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 106.05
The failure, or a deliberate refusal, of any member to obey an order given by a superior
officer of the Department shall be deemed insubordination. Insubordination may be
cause for dismissal from the Department.
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 202.02
Department members shall speak the truth at all times whether under oath or not.
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 202.47
While on or off duty, Department members shall obey all federal, state and local laws
and ordinances, and all activities conducted by a Department member shall be performed
in a lawful and appropriate manner.
B.

DEPARTMENT'S REPORT WRITING MANUAL
REPORT WRITING MANUAL
Nora Reports
Examples:
4. Except as noted above, the "No Report System" shall not be used in the following
instances:
a. Property has been stolen (i.e., theft, burglary)
b. Property has been damaged (i.e., vandalism, arson)
c. Arrests have been made (except for warrants)
d Further investigation may take place (i.e., found property)
e. When we can reasonably anticipate that further action or inquiry may transpire
f Incidents involving domestic violence or child abuse, neglect or annoyance (300 W.LC.
or 13700 P.C.)
g. Incidents involving reports of sex crime (i.e., rape, unlawful intercourse or sexual
battery)
The "No Report System" shall not be used in the following instances:
a. Property has been stolen (i.e., theft, burglary)
d Further investigation may take place (i.e., found property)
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e. When we can reasonably anticipate that further action or inquiry may
transpire.
Reports are useful in prosecutions, in defense against wrongful accusations, as a
permanent history in long-term investigations, and in holding people accountable when
they are involved in the incident. Reports shall be factual, accurate, clear. concise.
complete. and timely ...
The decisions made and actions taken by the users of the report must be supported by
accurate information. There must be no inconsistencies or discrepancies between what
took place and what is documented in the deputy's report. If any specific information is
found to be inaccurate, the credibility and reliability of the report itself may be
jeopardized Accuracy is achieved by carefully, precisely, impartially, and honestly
recording all relevant information.
A police report must be complete because the smallest detail of a crime could be an
essential factor in forming a case. A deputy's report must contain all the relevant
information and facts to document and recall the investigation for later use. All available
information having any bearing on an incident must be recorded If the reader must
contact the deputy to gather additional information, or if any portion of the report must
be supported by verbal additions or explanations, the report is not complete. A report is
complete if it contains a comprehensive description of the incident and answers the who,
what, where, when, why, and how.
A police report must be objective and restricted to the facts of the case. It must be an
accurate report of conditions as the deputy found them. Be careful in the objections of
opinions. If it is a personal opinion, then label it as such. Remember that if you express
an opinion or conclusion, subsequent investigation may prove the opinion or the
conclusion to be unwarranted. Opinions should be supported by reasons that support
them. The reasons must be free from any bias or prejudice.
C.

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE
CALIFORNIA BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE 664/4060
A person shall not possess any controlled substance, except that furnished to a person
upon the prescription of a physician, dentist, podiatrist, optometrist, veterinarian, or
naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640. 7, or furnished pursuant to a drug order
issued by a certified nurse-midwife pursuant to Section 2 746. 51 , a nurse practitioner
pursuant to Section 2836.1 , a physician assistant pursuant to Section 3502.1 , a
naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640.5 , or a pharmacist pursuant to Section
4052.1 , 4052.2 , or 4052.6 . This section does not apply to the possession of any
controlled substance by a manufacturer, wholesaler, third-party logistics provider,
pharmacy, pharmacist, physician, podiatrist, dentist, optometrist, veterinarian,
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naturopathic doctor, certified nurse-midwife, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant, if
in stock in containers correctly labeled with the name and address of the supplier or
producer.
II.

FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED DISCIPLINE:

The above cause is based upon information set forth in your entire personnel file and the attached
material, including but not limited to, the following acts or omissions. The following is the basis
for this proposed discipline.
On August 13, 2017, Sergeant Marovich was working as the Watch II patrol supervisor.
Sergeant Marovich discovered you were assigned a petty theft call on August 12, 2017, and he
learned you closed the call with no report (NORA). Sergeant Marovich briefly discussed the
facts of the theft with you and directed you to write a criminal report and conduct further
investigation. You submitted a criminal report, falsified the facts within the report, and failed to
conduct any investigation.
In addition to the petty theft report, Sergeant Morovich learned on August 13, 2017, you did not
respond to a residential alarm call in a timely manner. Lastly, you solicited hydrocodone, a
controlled substance, from Deputy Benjamin Difani on July 10, 2017.
The following violations constitute a pattern of behavior that clearly demonstrates you
intentionally avoided your primary duties as a deputy sheriff. Your acts and omissions had many
detrimental impacts on the operations of the Perris Station and the Department, including but not
limited to the following: the erosion of public confidence in the Department, victims were denied
justice when their crimes were not properly resolved, and additional supervision and
investigative resources were consumed in an attempt to correct these violations.
The administrative investigation revealed a pattern of failure to perform duties during which you
deliberately ignored proper investigative procedures in order to aide yourself in circumventing
the Department report writing policy. These allegations will be analyzed individually below.
III.

ANALYSIS:

A.

Allegations Deputy Green failed to properly perform his duties:

Count#l
On August 12, 2017, you failed to perform your duties when you failed to complete a written
report after being assigned a petty theft call for service.
On August 12, 2017 you were assigned a petty theft case and based on the preliminary details, a
petty theft had occurred as reported by the victim. You suspended the case with no report. On
August 13, 2017, around 0950 hours, Sergeant Marovich directed you to conduct follow-up
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investigation in person for the petty theft crime and to write a criminal report. you did not go to
the business and make any contact in person as directed by Sergeant Marovich, but called the
store on the telephone around 1002 hours.
You did not conduct any follow-up investigation during or after the telephone call. After
speaking with the assistant store manager, you sent a text message to Sergeant Morovich, around
1025 hours, indicating the victim of the crime recovered their property and did not desire
prosecution. You completed a criminal report and intentionally included false information in the
report to minimize your investigation and mislead the reader.
During your administrative interview, you acknowledged investigative procedures and tasks for
shoplifting investigations included interviewing victims and witnesses, collecting evidence
(including video recordings), identifying and locating suspects, determining if businesses desire
prosecution, documenting the facts in a criminal report, and referring the case to investigators if
necessary for follow-up investigation. You also acknowledged you were aware that Department
Policy stated all theft cases determined not to be unfounded shall be documented in a written
report. Lastly, you acknowledged the victim's lack of desire for prosecution in theft cases was
not a valid reason not to write a report. You admitted your police report contained several
inaccurate facts. You confirmed the victim did not state he did not desire prosecution, there was
evidence you failed to collect and inquire about, there were investigative follow-up leads
available, there was no search for the suspect, and you did not provide the victim with the file
number and case status. You admitted your petty theft investigation was not complete or
thorough.
Count#2:
You failed to perform your duties when you failed to respond to a residential alarm call.
On August 13, 2017, you were assigned a residential alarm call. Rather than respond to the call,
you sat in your patrol car and wrote reports. Sergeant Marovich checked on your status when he
noticed you had not arrived on the alarm call after about 25 minutes. Although, you were not
driving to the call, you advised you was still in route.
During your administrative interview, you admitted you were aware residential alarm calls were
priority two calls, and the Department required such calls to be handled as soon as possible when
not handling a higher priority call. You admitted you were still parked behind the school district
building when Dispatch checked your status over the radio. You acknowledged you told
Dispatch over the radio you were still en route to the call, even though you physically had not
moved your patrol unit.
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B.

Allegations Deputy Green was dishonest:

Count#1:
You were dishonest when you sent a text message to Sergeant Morovich that included false and
misleading information.
On August 13, 2017, about 0950 hours, you were directed by Sergeant Morovich to further
investigate a petty theft call. About 1025 hours, you sent a text message to Sergeant Morovich
informing him the store employee recovered their items and did not desire prosecution.
During your administrative interview, you stated you sent the text message to Sergeant
Marovich, so Sergeant Marovich would think you were carrying out his direction of further
investigating the theft by speaking with an employee. Although you denied the text message was
related to the petty theft crime, you acknowledged Sergeant Morovich would assume the text
message was related because there was no other reasonable explanation for sending the text
message if it was not related. Furthermore, you admitted you falsified your theft report by
deliberately including inaccurate information to make your work easier and the report shorter.
Count#2:
You were dishonest when you informed Sheriffs Dispatch you were en route to a call for
service, but were not.
On August 13, 2017, you were assigned a residential alarm call. Rather than respond to the call,
you sat in your patrol car and wrote reports. Sergeant Morovich checked on your status when he
noticed you had not arrived on the alarm call after about 25 minutes. Although, you were not
driving to the call, you advised you was still in route.
During your administrative interview, you admitted you were aware residential alarm calls were
priority two calls, and the Department required such calls to be handled as soon as possible when
not handling a higher priority call. You admitted you were still parked behind the school district
building when Dispatch checked your status over the radio. You acknowledged you falsely told
Dispatch over the radio you were en route to the call, even though you physically had not moved
your patrol unit.
C.

Allegations Deputy Green was insubordinate:

On August 13, 2017, you were insubordinate when you failed to obey an order from your
supervisor to conduct a complete and thorough investigation.
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On August 12, 2017 you were assigned a petty theft case. Based on the preliminary details, a
petty theft occurred as reported by a business manager. You suspended the case with no report.
On August 13, 2017, around 0950 hours, Sergeant Marovich directed you to conduct follow-up
investigation in person for the petty theft crime and to write a criminal report. you did not go to
the store and make any contact in person as directed by Sergeant Marovich, but called the store
on the telephone around 1002 hours.
You did not conduct any follow-up investigation during or after the telephone call. After
speaking with the assistant store manager, you sent a text message to Sergeant Marovich, around
1025 hours, indicating the victim of the crime recovered their property and did not desire
prosecution. You completed a criminal report and intentionally included false information in the
report to minimize your investigation and mislead the reader.
During your administrative interview, you acknowledged you did not conduct any further
investigation into the theft after being directed by Sergeant Marovich.
D.

Allegation Deputv Green's actions met the elements ofa violation o(State law:

On July 10, 2017, your actions met the elements of 664/4060 of the Business and Professions
Code, when you attempted to illegally obtain a controlled substance.
On July 10, 2017, you sent a text message to Deputy Difani asking for hydrocodone to help
relieve your back pain. Hydrocodone is a Schedule II controlled substance and per the Federal
Controlled Substance Act, have the following findings:
A. The drug or other substances have a high potential for abuse
B. The drug or other substances have currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States, or currently accepted medical use with severe restrictions
C. Abuse of the drug or other substances may lead to severe psychological or physical
dependence.
Except when dispensed directly to an ultimate user by a practitioner other than a pharmacist, no
controlled substance in Schedule II, which is a prescription drug as determined under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, may be dispensed without the written prescription of a
practitioner...
4060 of the Business and Professions Code reads, A person shall not possess any controlled
substance, except that furnished to a person upon the prescription of a physician, dentist,
podiatrist, optometrist, veterinarian, or naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640. 7, or
furnished pursuant to a drug order issued by a certified nurse-midwife pursuant to Section
2746.51, a nurse practitioner pursuant to Section 2836.1, a physician assistant pursuant to
Section 3502.1, a naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640.5, or a pharmacist pursuant to
Section 4052.1, 4052.2, or 4052.6 ...
During your administrative interview, you admitted you intentionally attempted to unlawfully
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obtain Hydrocodone from Deputy Difani.
IV.

NATURE OF THE PENALTY:

In determining the penalty which is appropriate in this matter, I am guided by Skelly v. State
Personnel Board (1975) 15 Cal. 3d 194, where the State Supreme Court finds that: In
considering whether such abuse [regarding the severity of public employee penalty] occurred in
the context of public employee discipline, we note that the overriding consideration in these
cases is the extent to which the employee's conduct resulted in, or if repeated, is likely to result
in harm to the public service .... Other relevant factors include the circumstances surrounding the
misconduct and the likelihood of its recurrence (Id. At pp. 218-219)
In your particular case, the disciplinary principles set forth in Skelly amply support your
proposed discipline. With respect to honesty and integrity,a deputy sheriff is expected to tell the
truth at all times. (Id. at p. 391.) The credibility and honesty of a peace officer are an essential
function of the job.
Your dishonest statements and insubordination cannot be tolerated. Honesty and integrity are
essential employment traits. Public employees must comply with their duties to the public.
Your acts of dishonesty and insubordination severely undermine your obligations to the public.
Your actions lead to the conclusion that you are incapable of being trusted, lack prudent
judgment, and consequently lack the willingness to properly perform your duties as a Sheriff's
Deputy. As a Sheriff's Deputy,you can be called to testify as a witness in criminal proceedings.
Unfortunately,your credibility has been permanently impaired by your conduct in these cases.
With respect to lying by a peace officer,dismissal from employment is the appropriate discipline
even in instances where the officer was a long-term employee with little or no record of prior
discipline. (See,e.g.,Nicolini v. Tuolumne (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 619 [termination of a deputy
sheriff for dishonesty upheld where deputy had nine years of service and no prior discipline]);
Paulino v. Civil Service Commission (1985) 175 Cal.App.3d 962, 971 [discharge of police
officer for falsely reporting sick leave upheld].) Dishonesty is intolerable conduct for a peace
officer,and there is no other reasonable choice but dismissal from employment.
Your actions (dishonesty) constitute conduct unbecoming an officer. These actions are
discoverable and have damaged, and will continue to damage, the reputation of the Department.
Your conduct has caused me to lose faith and confidence in the representations made by you and
your ability to comport yourself with honesty and integrity both now and in the future.
Because dishonesty is incompatible with the essential duties of a peace officer, your misleading
and untruthful actions, forms an independent alternate basis for my preliminary determination
that you shall be dismissed from your employment as a deputy sheriff for the County. (Paulino
v. Civil Service Com. (1985) 175 Cal.App.3d at p,972 [held that "a [peace officer's] honesty and
credibility are crucial to proper performance of your duties. Dishonesty in matters of public trust
is intolerable."].
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Finally, honesty, integrity and a reputation for truthfulness are essential qualifications to perform
the job of deputy sheriff. Your honesty and integrity have been permanently impaired because of
your conduct in these cases. Your conduct in this case negatively impacts your ability to write
reports, Department documents and testify convincingly in criminal, civil and administrative
proceedings. The ability to write reports, Department documents and testify convincingly in
criminal, civil and administrative matters is an essential function of your job. The records of
your dishonesty are discoverable both pursuant to a Pitchess motion under Evidence Code
section 1043 and pursuant to Brady v. Maryland (1963) 373 U.S. 83 (see above).
Equally important, I, and other members of this Department, must be able to trust you and to rely
upon your representations and judgment. In light of your dishonesty and utterly poor judgment
in these cases, I, and other members of this Department, have lost all trust in you. The
Department will be reasonably required to treat any future representations by you with the
utmost suspicion.
V.

PRE-DISCIPLINARY APPEAL PROCESS:

You have the right to respond either orally, in writing, or both to the facts contained in this letter.
If you choose to respond in writing, you have until 1700 hours, Tuesday, July 17, 2018, to
provide Chief Deputy Ford with your response to these charges. If you wish to respond orally,
you must meet with the Chief Deputy before Tuesday, July 17, 2018, unless an extension is
arranged in advance. You may call the Chief Deputy at (951) 955-2400 to arrange this meeting.
Although a pre-disciplinary proceeding is not a trial-type evidentiary hearing, you may be
represented at that meeting by an individual of your choice. Any position offered by you at the
pre-disciplinary meeting will be considered by Chief Deputy Ford prior to the rendering of a
final determination. Your failure to timely request a pre-disciplinary meeting or to timely submit
a written pre-disciplinary response to this Notice, shall be deemed your waiver of such response
and the Chief Deputy shall render a disciplinary determination based upon this Notice and its
attachments.
All written materials, reports and documents upon which this proposed action is based are
enclosed for your review and incorporated herein as though fully set forth. These items include:
1. One (1) legible copy of the formal record of completed investigation relied upon by the
Department for this action.
2. Audible copies (one each) of all digital recordings acquired, made or held by the
Department during any part of this investigation and disciplinary action.
3. True copies (one each) of all photographs, video films, diagrams, maps and all other
demonstrative items or evidence acquired, made or held by the Department during any
part of the investigation and disciplinary action, whether or not the Department intends to
use the items at hearing.
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4. One (1) legible copy of any and all rough notes made by investigators or other persons
during any part of the investigative or adjudication process subsequent to any demand
made to retain such items. San Diego Police Officer's Association v. The City ofSan
Diego (Bejarano) (2002) 98Cal.App.4th 779.
5. One (1) legible copy of each transcript of statements or testimony prepared during the
investigation or adjudication process. If not included, then none were made prior to
service of this document.
During your employment with the Riverside County Sheriffs Department, you have received the
following prior discipline:

This letter does not alter any rights provided under section 3300 et seq. of the California
Government Code.

Sincerely,
STAN SNIFF, SHERIFF

_.,, � c_//

andon Ford, Chief Depu�
Sheriff's Administration

I acknowledge receipt of the original of this letter and all attachments.

-,J-z.f ,�
Employe� Signature
SS:BF:wl
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an alarm call in a timely manner. Therefore, the allegation Deputy Green failed to properly
perform his duties was sustained.
In regard to the allegation Deputy Green was dishonest to Sergeant Morovich, there was clear
evidence of proof the incident occurred. Therefore, the allegation Deputy Green was dishonest to
a supervisor was sustained.
In regard to the allegation Deputy Green was insubordinate, there was clear and convincing
evidence Deputy Green failed to further investigate a petty theft crime after being directed to do
so by Sergeant Morovich. Therefore, the allegation Deputy Green was insubordinate was
sustained.

In regard to the allegation Deputy Green attempted to obtain a controlled substance from a
Department employee, there was clear and convincing evidence of proof the incident occurred.
Therefore, the allegation Deputy Green attempted to obtain a controlled substance was
sustained.

DETAILS
On

August 14, 2017, Lieutenant Chavez assigned me to conduct an administrative investigation
resulting from several allegations made by Sergeant Morovich regarding Deputy Green's job
performance. Sergeant Morovich identified several deficiencies in Deputy Green's job
performance during the weekend of August 12-13, 2017.
Lieutenant Chavez provided me with the Changed Call Types Report generated for NORA calls
on August 12, 2017 (TAB 1 ) and an email correspondence he received from Sergeant Morovich
detailing his allegations on August 13, 2017 (TAB 2). In addition, Lieutenant Chavez told me
Deputy Green attempted to obtain hydrocodone from another Department member in July 2017.
I reviewed the above documents authored by Sergeant Morovich. In summary, Sergeant
Morovich alleged on August 12, 2017, Deputy Green was assigned a petty theft call at the Rite
Aid located at
in Perris. Initially, Deputy Green closed the call with no
report (NORA) and the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) remarks did not justify the lack of a
written report. On August 13, 2017, Sergeant Morovich informally discussed the petty theft call
with Deputy Green. He provided Deputy Green with investigative information for the petty theft
call and directed him to document the investigation in a criminal report.
In addition to the above allegations, Sergeant Morovich alleged Deputy Green took 50 minutes
to respond to a residential alarm call without any justification for his untimely response.
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INTERVIEW WITH SERGEANT SAM MOROVICH

On August 15, 2017, at 1440 hours, I conducted a digitally recorded interview (TAB 16) with
Sergeant Sam Morovich in his office at the Perris-Station. He elected not to be accompanied by a
LEMU employee representative during the interview. Sergeant Morovich was not a focus of the
investigation.
Sergeant Morovich's regular Perris Station assignment was supervising the Special Enforcement
Team (SEf). Sergeant Morovich worked an overtime assignment as the Watch II patrol
supervisor on August 13, 2017. Sergeant Morovich reviewed the Changed Call �er
August 12, 2017. He discovered Deputy Green was assigned a petty theft call-),
but he closed the call with no report (NORA).
Sergeant Morovich was concerned the call was not handled according to Department Policy.
Sergeant Morovich noticed the call details identified the suspect's vehicle with a particular
Arizona license plate. Sergeant Morovich recognized the license p� same license
plate involved in an unrelated crime previously investigated ...... by his SET
deputies. Sergeant Morovich wanted to infonnally discuss the petty theft call with Deputy Green
to determine if he handled the call within Department Policy. In addition, Sergeant Morovich
wanted to provide Deputy Green the suspect information and investigative leads connected to the
Arizona license plate to assist with solving the crime.
On August 13, 2017, Sergeant Morovich sent CAD email to Deputy Green at 0817 hours
requesting he return to the Perris Station to discuss the petty theft call. The CAD email report
will be discussed in further detail later in this report. Sergeant Morovich did not receive a timely
response from him, so he checked his status and detennined he was currently assigned to a
residential alarm call
in P erris. Sergeant Morovich noticed
at
Deputy Green had not arrived at the call after being dispatched almost 25 minutes prior. Sergeant
Morovich requested Dispatch check Deputy Green's status due to his prolonged response, and
Deputy Green advised over the radio he was still in route to the alarm call.
Sergeant Morovich checked on Dep�nse time on CAD and noticed he took 5 0
minutes to arrive t o the alarm call at ...... from the time he was dispatched. Sergeant
Morovich did not feel there were any reasonable delays to justify Deputy Green's untimely
response as it was a slow Sunday morning, few calls for service were pending, and the call was
within his patrol beat area. Sergeant Morovich was concerned with Deputy Green's performance,
due to the lack of written report on the petty theft matter and his prolonged response to the alann
call. Sergeant Morovich condu�A VL) review of Deputy Green's location and
determined he was stationary at- during the time he should have been driving to
the alann call. Sergeant Morovich elected to have Corporal Veronica Amparano informally
address the petty theft call with Deputy Green, so Deputy Green would not feel as if he was
being micromanaged.
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Sergeant Morovich discussed the petty theft call with Corporal Amparaoo and instructed her to
direct Deputy Green to write a petty theft report if it was warranted. Corporal Amparano
delivered the message soon after.
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Sergeant Morovich continued to monitor Deputy Green's activity during the morning hours of
August 13, 2017. He noticed there were no pending Perris city calls for service. Deputy Green
was in-service (10-8) and had returned to his stationary position at
, according
to AVL. Sergeant Morovich checked Deputy Green's Unit History Report and noticed he did not
self-assign a follow-up file number for the petty theft investigation.
Around 0950 hours, Sergeant Morovich drove to Deputy Green's location behind the Perris
School District building located at
. Sergeant Morovich pulled alongside Deputy
Green's patrol car where he was parked and presumably writing reports. Sergeant Morovich
informally spoke with him for about ten minutes, as they both sat in their separate patrol cars.
Deputy Green told Sergeant Morovich he telephoned the Rite Aid to follow up on the petty theft
call, but nobody answered. Sergeant Morovich explained to Deputy Green the investigation
needed to be handled in person, and there were no extenuating circumstances preventing him
from driving there and handling the investigation. Sergeant Morovich discussed his previous
knowledge about the SET investigation involving Deputy Green's suspect vehicle and how the
SET deputies were familiar with the suspect vehicle and occupants. Deputy Green did not seem
interested in the investigative leads and information about the suspect vehicle, but he agreed to
follow-up at Rite Aid in person on the petty theft matter.
Sergeant Morovich did not discuss Deputy Green's untimely alarm response with him. However,
Sergeant Morovich engaged him in casual conversation to determine if Deputy Green had any
other matters that may be affecting his job performance. Sergeant Marovich did not ask him any
direct questions but only provided Deputy Green an opportunity to disclose any information that
may provide justification for his actions. Deputy Green deflected the course of the conversation
and apologized for not responding to Sergeant Morovich's CAD email from earlier in the
morning. Deputy Green indicated he was writing reports behind the school district building
instead of responding to the alarm call. Deputy Green further said he did not promptly respond to
the alarm call because there were no secondary alarm activations. Sergeant Morovich ended the
conversation and assumed Deputy Green was going to investigate the theft as directed.
Sergeant Morovich received a text message on his cellular telephone from Deputy Green at 1025
hours regarding his petty theft follow-up investigation. The text read:
Original RP not working today. Per employee, 111111, he said he was familiar with the
incident. Less than $15 and items were recovered. Rite Aid doesn't desire prosecution.

Sergeant Morovich acknowledged he received the text message by replying (copy). Sergeant
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Morovich assumed the text message was related to Deputy Green's follow-up investigation
because the content made absolute]y no sense otherwise. Sergeant Morovich conducted the
patrol briefing on August 13, 2017. He confirmed D eputy Green was present in briefing.
Sergeant Morovich asked all the deputies in briefing if anyone was down written reports. Only
two deputies responded they were down any reports, and Deputy Green was neither of them.
Sergeant Morovich was not aware what type of report Deputy Green was writing when he failed
to respond to the alann call, when he failed to self-deploy to the petty theft follow-up, or when
the two spoke behind the school district building. Sergeant Morovich was not aware if Deputy
Green turned in any reports at the end of his shift but confirmed Deputy Green did not turn any
reports specifically to him for review.
Sergeant Morovich voluntarily showed me his cellular tel ephone related to his communication
with Deputy Green on August 13, 2017. I retained a screenshot of the above text message from
D eputy Green (TAB 3). He also showed me his telephone contact list which included a contact
named: Ryan Green. I concluded the interview and ordered Sergeant Morovich not to discuss
this matter as the investigation was on-going.

INTERVIEW WITH CORPORAL VERONICA AMPARANO
On August 15, 2017, at 1530 hours, I conducted a digitally recorded interview (TAB 16) with
Corporal Veronica Amparano in my office at the Perris Station. She elected not to be
accompanied by a RSA employee representative during the interview. Corporal Amparano was
not a focus of the investigation.
Corporal Amparano was assigned to Watch II patrol operations on August 13, 2017. Sergeant
Morovich telephoned her in the morning hours about the Changed Call Types Report he
reviewed, and he felt the petty theft call assigned to Deputy Green should have resulted in a
written report. Sergeant Morovich instructed her to talk to Deputy Green and find out i f the
investigation warranted a written report, and if so to instruct Deputy Green to write it.
Corporal Amparano called Deputy Green on his cellular telephone. Corporal Amparano told him
Sergeant Morovich wanted the call written as it contained suspect information. Deputy Green
replied he would take care of it. There was no other conversation about.the matter. Corporal
Amparano texted Sergeant Morovich at 0850 hours and reported Deputy Green was told to write
the report.
Corporal Amparano voluntarily showed me her cellular telephone related to her communication
with D eputy Green on August 13, 2017. I retained a screenshot of her outgoing call log (TAB 4).
At 0849 hours, she made a 32 second call to
The call log listed the contact as:
Dep Green. I retained a screenshot of the following text message from Corporal Amparano to
Sergeant Morovich (TAB 5). The text read: He was told to write it. I concluded the interview and
ordered Corporal Amparano not to discuss this matter as the investigation was on-going.
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REVIEW OF DEPUTY GREEN'S PETTY THEFT REPORT
(TAB 6). He
Deputy Green authored a criminal petty theft report under file
utilized Department Fonn 440 A-O (check the box petty theft report). The following is a
summary of the report: An unknown white female adult grabbed $10 worth of unknown food
items, placed them in her purse, exited the store, and left in a truck. The report was suspended
due to:
• The manager did not desire prosecution.
• No physical evidence was found.
• There is no follow-up investigation or investigative leads.
INTERVIEW WITH
On August 16, 2017, I conducted an audio recorded interview (fAB 16) with
in
reporting person for the
the otlice at Rite Aid in Perris.
was the
petty theft call handled by Deputy Green. I advised
I was recording our
conversation.
recalled the facts regarding the petty theft incident as it just occurred
four days prior, and the following was his recollection:
- was working as the
when he was alerted by another employee -) to a possible theft occurring inside the store.
was told a woman was
putting merchandise inside her purse. He approached a white female adult who just completed a
cash purchase ofhypodennic needles from the phannacy. He watched the woman via the ceiling
mirrors as she p�ed some food items and noticed she placed several items inside her purse that
he recognized as three tall beer cans and some unidentified candy.
approached the
woman and told her to give him the merchandise back. The woman ran out ofthe store with the
merchandise without paying.
followed the woman outside. The woman entered the
passenger side of a truck bearing an Arizona license plate
and sped away with
another person driving.
was positive he witnessed the woman steal the beer because he saw her place the
cans inside her purse, but he was unable to see the specific beer brand at the time of the theft.
- called 911 to report the theft immediately. - took a picture of the license
plate oo the suspect vehicle using his cellular telephone, � they fled the parking stall in front of
the store. He deleted the pictures from his telephone on August 15, 2017.
- seemed to recall his conversation with Deputy Green about the theft. He spoke with
Deputy Green on the telephone as there was no police response in person. - did not
specifcally remember Deputy Green's name but recalled speaking with a male deputy who
telephoned him after he called 911.
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recalled Deputy Green did not ask many questions about the crime. Deputy Green
told him at the beginning of the telephone conversation that he conducted a check on the license
plate provided to the dispatcher, may have found a local address, and would look for the vehicle
and suspect.
- did not disclose to Deputy Green that he had a picture of the suspect's license plate
because the topic never was discussed. - did not verbally provide Deputy Green with
the suspect license plate and assumed Deputy Green retained the license plate number from when
he reported it to the dispatcher. Deputy Green never asked about looking at or obtaining a copy
of the store's video surveillance.
was positive a theft occurred when he made the 911 report but told Deputy Green
he would need to review the store's video recording to determine exactly what was stolen
because he had no idea how long the woman was inside the store prior to his personal
observations of her. Unlike what Deputy Green wrote in his petty theft report, he did not ask
-if he desired prosecution, and the subject was never discussed.

■.

reviewed the store's video after he made the report with Deputy Green. He
confirmed the woman removed three beer cans from the cooler, then walked to the candy isle
where she �emoved an unknown amount of unidentified candy and placed it in her purse.
was under the impression he made a police report to Deputy Green at the time of
their telephone conversation. He felt Deputy Green was going to look for the suspect vehicle
based on Deputy Green's comments of having information about the possible address of the
suspect vehicle and knowing where it may be located.
did not recall being told to
call the Department after he reviewed the video.
desired prosecution in this matter
on behalf of Rite Aid. He was not asked by Deputy Green if he desired prosecution, and there
never spoke with Deputy
was no recovery of any property related to this theft.
Green a second time regarding this matter and was not aware if Deputy Green contacted any
other employees the days following the theft.
- showed me the store's video surveillance (TAB 16) regarding the theft. I personally
viewed the video and confirmed it captured the crime. I retained a copy of the video and
downloaded it onto the digital media disc for this report.
was the only other employee who may have witnessed the theft, but she was on
an extended cruise vacation and unavailable for me to speak within a timely manner when her
recollection would be most accurate.
was the only store employee who spoke with
Deputy Green on August 12, 2017.
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Chavez indicated no criminal investigation would occur, and the matter would be investigated
administratively.
FURTHER INVESTIGATION
On April 17, 2018, I spoke with Deputy District Attorney (DDA) Cheryl Singerton who was the
criminal filing attorney in the Riverside office. I provided her with the elements of a person
asking a friend for their hydrocodone medication and what crime would best fit the situation
where the perpetrator was not provided the medication. DDA Singerton said the crime of
attempted possession of a controlled substance (hydrocodone) was committed, a violation of
664/4060 of the Business and Professions Code, a misdemeanor. 4060 of the Business and
Professions Code states:
4060. A person shall not possess any controlled substance, except that furnished to a person
upon the prescription of a physician, dentist, podiatrist, optometrist, veterinarian, or
naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640. 7, or furnished pursuant to a drug order issued by
a certified nurse-midwife pursuant to Section 2746.51, a nurse practitioner pursuant to Section
2836.1, a physician assistant pursuant to Section 3502.1, a naturopathic doctor pursuant to
Section 3640.5, or a pharmacist pursuant to Section 4052.1, 4052.2, or 4052.6. This section does
not apply to the possession of any controlled substance by a manufacturer, wholesaler, thirdparty logistics provider, pharmacy, pharmacist, physician, podiatrist, dentist, optometrist,
veterinarian, naturopathic doctor, certified nurse-midwife, nurse practitioner, or physician
assistant, if in stock in containers correctly labeled with the name and address of the supplier or
producer.

INTERVIEW WITH DEPUTY RYAN GREEN
On March 26, 2018, at 1417 hours, I attempted to interview Deputy Green. Deputy Green and I
agreed on this date rather than an earlier date, so his RSA legal representative could attend.
Deputy Green arrived for the interview without his legal representative present and elected to
continue without representation. After I read Deputy Green the allegations, he changed his mind
and requested legal representation. I rescheduled the interview for a later date.
On April 16, 2018, at 1445 hours, I conducted a digitally recorded interview (TAB 16) with
Deputy Green in the Investigators Conference room at the Perris Station. Lieutenant Raymond
Huskey was also present. Deputy Green elected to attend the interview with an employee
representative from the Riverside Sheriff's Association (RSA), Attorney Roy Diaz.
I told Deputy Green he was the focus of the investigation, and the allegations were on August 12
and August 13, 2017, he failed to properly perform his duties when he was dispatched to a petty
theft call, dispatched to an alarm call, and was dishonest with Sergeant Morovich about the theft
investigation. In addition, Deputy Green solicited hydrocodone from a Department employee on
July 10, 2017.
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and reports easier. He could not provide me an estimate on how often he completed inaccurate
reports in the past. Deputy Green admitted his petty theft investigation was not complete or
thorough.
I asked Deputy Green what facts have changed from his initial thought that a crime had not been
committed to writing a petty theft report. He indicated Sergeant Morovich instructed him to
document the theft in a report. Deputy Green admitted he did not conduct any follow-up
investigation after being directed by Sergeant Morovich. He said although he spoke with.
- on the telephone, and- related some details about an unrelated crime, Deputy
Green did not actually ask any questions or obtain any infonnation related to his investigation.
Deputy Green constantly used the term follow-up during the interview but could not provide one
example of something he attempted or accomplished to further his investigation.
Dishonesty and Insubordination

Deputy Green acknowledged he originally failed to write the petty theft crime occurring on
August 12, 2017, when he closed the call suspended with no report. He also acknowledged
Sergeant Morovich directed him to write the report on August 13, 2017. He further
acknowledged Sergeant Morovich directed him to drive to the Rite Aid and conduct a follow-up
investigation but spoke with- on the telephone instead around 1002 hours.
I provided Deputy Green a copy of a text message he sent Sergeant Morovich on August 13,
2017, at 1025 hours. The text message read:
Original RP not working today. Per employee - he said he was familiar with the
incident. Less than $15 and items were recovered. Rite Aid doesn't desire prosecution.

He sent the above text message to Sergeant Morovich about 25 minutes after they discussed the
petty theft call behind the school district building. Deputy Green admitted he sent the text
message from his personal cellular telephone to Sergeant Morovich. He denied the above text
message was related to his follow-up investigation and denied intending to mislead Sergeant
Morovich about the facts of his investigation. He told me his intent for sending the text message
was to advise Sergeant Morovich about- information regarding an unrelated crime.
Deputy Green admitted it was unlikely Sergeant Morovich was aware of the unrelated crime and
had not spoken to Sergeant Morovich prior to or after the text message about the unrelated crime.
Deputy Green admitted his text message could be construed as confusing, and Sergeant
Morovich would likely interpret the information as being related to his current theft
investigation. Deputy Green admitted that he would think the text message was about his current
investigation ifhe was in Sergeant Morovich's position and had received the same text message.
Deputy Green was unable to provide me a reasonable answer why he would send the previously
mentioned text message to Sergeant Morovich. Deputy Green did not document a supplement
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Deputy Green was not familiar with the residence at
and had no knowledge if
the location was known for false ala,ms. Deputy Green admitted he was aware residential alarm
calls were priority two calls, and the Department required such calls to be handled as soon as
possible when not handling a higher priority call.
Deputy Green admitted he was still parked behind the school district building at 0827 hours
when Dispatch checked his status over the radio. Deputy Green acknowledged he told Dispatch
over the radio he was still in route to the call, even though he was not. He further acknowledged
he remained pruked and continued writing his report. He was also aware Dispatch checked his
status because Sergeant Morovich had inquired to them about why he was not at the alarm call
yet. Deputy Green denied his comment about being in route was to mislead Sergeant Morovich.
Deputy Green admitted he took 50 minutes to respond to the alarm call but the driving distance
from his location was about 12 miles away. Deputy Green said there were no extenuating
circumstances preventing him from responding to the alarm call immediately. Deputy Green
admitted he should have responded to the alarm call upon being dispatched.
Soliciting a Controlled Substance.
Deputy Green acknowledged hydrocodone pills were a controlled substance used to treat pain
am often referred by the generic or street term "Norco". He also confirmed his cellular telephone
number was
. Deputy Green admitted he attempted to obtain hydrocodone from
Deputy Difani on July 10, 2017. I provided Deputy Green with a copy of a text message he sent
Deputy Difani on July 10,2017. The text message read:
Ben, my back is killing me, could you spare some Norco 's until I get to a chiropractor?

Deputy Green admitted he intentionally sent the text message from his personal cellular
telephone to Deputy Difani with the intent to obtain hydrocodone from him. Deputy Green stated
he had trouble sleeping because of back pain and assumed Deputy Difani had hydrocodone.
Deputy Green said he was off.duty when he sent the text message.
Deputy Green admitted he did not have a prescription for hydrocodone, and Deputy Difani was
not lawfully authorized to give away
Deputy Green acknowledged it was against the law to possess hydrocodone without a
prescription or obtain it from an unlicensed person. Deputy Green did not obtain any
hydrocodone from Deputy Difani. Deputy Green called Deputy Difani about two days later,
explained why he was sending him the text message, and apologized to him stating it was wrong
. Deputy Green said his back pain did not affect his current
for him to ask him for
job performance.
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I provided Deputy Green copies of several attachments previously noted in this report to assist
with obtaining the facts of the matter. Each attachment was individually labeled. Deputy Green
initialed and dated the attachments at the conclusion of the interview. Mr. Diaz presented me
with three RSA Demand for Perseveration and Disclosure documents at the beginning of the
interview (TAB 15).
I ordered Deputy Green not to discuss this investigation with anyone other than a legal
representative. He agreed to comply with this order. I concluded the interview at 1810 hours.
CONCLUSIONS
Deputy Green was assigned a petty theft call on August 12, 2017. Based on the preliminary
details, a petty theft occurred as reported by the store manager. Deputy Green suspended the case
with no report. On August 13, 2017, around 0950 hours, Sergeant Mdtovich directed Deputy
Green to conduct follow-up investigation in person for the petty theft crime and to write a
criminal report. Deputy Green did not go to the store and make any contact in person as directed
by Sergeant Morovich, but he called the store on the telephone around I 002 hours.
Deputy Green did not conduct any follow-up investigation during or after his telephone call.
After speaking with the assistant store manager, Deputy Green sent a text message to Sergeant
Morovich, around 1025 hours, indicating the victim of the crime recovered their property and did
not desire prosecution. Deputy Green completed a criminal report and intentionally included
false information in the report to minimize his investigation and mislead the reader.
In addition, on August 13, 2017, Deputy Green was assigned a residential alarm call. Rather than
respond to the call, he sat in his patrol car and wrote reports he could not identify. Sergeant
Morovich checked on his status when he noticed he had not arrived on the alarm call after about
25 minutes. Although, Deputy Green was not driving to the call, he advised he was still in route.
Lastly, on July 10, 2017, Deputy Green, while off-duty, attempted to obtain hydrocodone from
Deputy Difani for his personal use.
This administrative investigation revealed Deputy Green failed to perform his duties on several
occasions during the weekend of August 12, 2017, he was dishonest and insubordinate to
Sergeant Morovich on August 13, 2017, and he attempted to obtain a controlled substance on
July 10, 2017. These conclusions will be discussed below.
ALLEGATION DEPUTY GREEN FAILED TO PROPERLY PERFORM DUTIES
Regarding the allegation Deputy Green failed to perform his duties; there is irrefutable evidence
to prove the incidents occurred. First, he did not complete a written report after being assigned a
petty theft call. The dispatched call had identifying information of the suspect and the suspect's
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vehicle description and license plate number.
The Riverside County Sheriff Report Writing Manual, Nora Reports reads,
The "No Report System" shall not be used in thefollowing instances:
a. Property has been stolen (i.e., theft, burglary)
d. Further investigation may take place (i.e.,found property)
e. When we can reasonably anticipate that further action or inquiry may
transpire.
During his administrative interview, Deputy Green acknowledged investigative procedures and
tasks for shoplifting investigations included interviewing victims and witnesses, collecting
evidence (including video recordings), identifying and locating suspects, determining if
businesses desire prosecution, documenting the facts in a criminal report, and referring the case
to investigators if necessary for follow-up investigation. He also acknowledged he was aware
that Department Policy stated all theft cases determined not to be unfounded shall be
documented in a written report. Lastly, he acknowledged the victim's. lack of desire for
prosecution in theft cases was not a valid reason not to write a report.
After being directed by his supervisor to write the petty theft report and further investigate the
matter, Deputy Green submitted a false written report and failed to conduct any further
investigation.
The Riverside County Sheriff Report Writing Manual reads:
Reports are useful in prosecutions, in defense against wrongful accusations, as a permanent
history in long-term investigations, and in holding people accountable when they are involved in
the incident. Reports shall be factual, accurate, clear, concise, complete. and timely ...
The decisions made and actions taken by the users of the report must be supported by accurate
information. There must be no inconsistencies or discrepancies between what took place and
what is documented in the deputy's report. If any specific information is found to be inaccurate,
the credibility and reliability of the report itself may be jeopardized. Accuracy is achieved by
carefully, precisely, impartially, and honestly recording all relevant information.
A police report must be complete because the smallest detail of a crime could be an essential
factor in forming a case. A deputy's report must contain all the relevant information and facts to
document and recall the investigation for later use. All available information having any bearing
on an incident must be recorded. If the reader must contact the deputy to gather additional
information, or if any portion of the report must be supported by verbal additions or
explanations, the report is not complete. A report is complete if it contains a comprehensive
description of the incident and answers the who, what, where, when, why, and how.
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A police report must be objective and restricted to the facts of the case. It must be an accurate
reeort o{_conditions as the de[!JJ�fQund them. Be careful in the objections of opinions. Ifit is a
personal opinion, then label it as such. Remember that ifyou express an opinion or conclusion,
subsequent investigation may prove the opinion or the conclusion to be unwarranted Opinions
should be supported by reasons that support them. The reasons must be free from any bias or
prejudice.

During his administrative interview, Deputy Green admitted his police report contained several
inaccurate facts. He confinned - did not state he did not desire prosecution, there was
evidence he failed to collect and inquire about, there were investigative follow-up leads
available, there was no search for the suspect, and he did not provide - with the file
number and case status. Deputy Green admitted several of the inaccurate facts were common
phrases he used in his reports to conclude the investigation and report writing process with the
least amount of work. Deputy Green admitted he has written other criminal reports in the similar
manner to make his investigations and reports easier. He could not provide me an estimate on
how often he completed inaccurate reports in the past. Deputy Green admitted his petty theft
investigation was not complete or thorough.
In Addition, Deputy Green did not respond to a residential alarm call in a timely manner. Deputy
Green admitted he was aware residential alann calls were priority two calls, and the Department
required such calls to be handled as soon as possible when not handling a higher priority call.
Deputy Green admitted he was still parked behind the school district building when Dispatch
checked his status over the radio. Deputy Green acknowledged he told Dispatch over the radio he
was still in route to the call, even though he physically had not moved his patrol unit.
Deputy Green acknowledged during his administrative interview, he failed to conduct any theft
investigation before or after being directed to do so, he admitted to falsifying his criminal report,
and he admitted to not responding to the alarm call in a timely manner.
Based on interviews and a review of Deputy Green's report, there was clear evidence Deputy
Green failed to properly perfonn his duties. Therefore, the allegation was sustained. Deputy
Green's actions represent violations of the following Department General Order and policies:
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 105,Q9

Individual member responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:
A. Proper execution of all assigned duties. D. Adherence to policies, procedures,
rules and regulations of the Department and the County of Riverside.
RIVERSIDE COUNTY REPORT WRITING MANUAI,;
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The "No Report System" shall not be used in the following instances:
a. Property has been stolen (i.e., theft, burglary)
d. Further investigation may take place (i.e.,found property)
e. When we can reasonably anticipate that further action or inquiry may
transpire.
Reports are useful in prosecutions, in defense against wrongful accusations, as a
permanent history in long-term investigations, and in holding people accountable
when they are involved in the incident. Reports shall be factual. accurate. clear.
concise. complete. and timely ...
The decisions made and actions taken by the users of the report must be
supported by accurate information. There must be no inconsistencies or
discrepancies between what took place and what is documented in the deputy's
report. If any specific information is found to be inaccurate, the credibility and
reliability of the report itself may be jeopardized. Accuracy is achieved by
carefully, precisely, impartially, and honestly recording all relevant information.
A police report must be complete because the smallest detail of a crime could be
an essential factor in forming a case. A deputy's report must contain all the
relevant information and facts to document and recall the investigation for later
use. All available information having any bearing on an incident must be
recorded. If the reader must contact the deputy to gather additional information,
or if any portion of the report must be supported by verbal additions or
explanations, the report is not complete. A report is complete if it contains a
comprehensive description of the incident and answers the who, what, where,
when, why, and how.
A police report must be objective and restricted to the facts of the case. It must be
an accurate report of conditions as the deputy found them. Be careful in the
objections of opinions. If it is a personal opinion, then label it as such. Remember
that if you express an opinion or conclusion, subsequent investigation may prove
the opinion or the conclusion to be unwarranted. Opinions should be supported
by reasons that support them. The reasons must be free from any bias or
prejudice.
ALLEGATION DEPUTY GREEN WAS DISHONEST
Regarding the allegation Deputy Green was dishonest; there was clear evidence to prove the
incident occurred. Deputy Green was directed by Sergeant Morovich to further investigate the
petty call on August 13, 2017, around 0950 hours. Deputy Green sent a text message to Sergeant
Morovich at I 025 hours, informing him the store employee recovered their items and did not
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desire prosecution. Deputy Green acknowledged during his administrative interview he sent the
text message to Sergeant Morovich, so Sergeant Morovich would think he was carrying out his
direction of further investigating the theft by speaking with an employee. However, Deputy
Green denied the text message was related to the petty theft crime he was investigating but
acknowledged Sergeant Morovich would assume the text message was related because there was
no other reasonable explanation for sending the text message if it was not related. Furthermore,
Deputy Green admitted he falsified his theft report by deliberately including inaccurate
information to make his work easier and the report shorter.
Based on interviews, a review of the text message, and the falsified theft report, there was clear
evidence Deputy Green was dishonest. Therefore, the allegation was sustained. Deputy Green's
actions represent a violation of the following Department General Order:
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION: 202.02
Department members shall speak the truth at all times whether under oath or not.
ALLEGATION DEPUTY GREEN WAS INSUBORDINATE
Regarding the allegation Deputy Green was insubordinate; there was irrefutable evidence to
prove the incident occurred. Sergeant Morovich directed Deputy Green to conduct further
investigation in person of a petty theft crime. Deputy Green did not conduct any further
investigation after being directed to do so. Deputy Green acknowledged during his
administrative interview, he did not conduct any further investigation into the theft after being
directed by Sergeant Morovich.
Based on interviews and a review of Deputy Green's report, there was clear evidence Deputy
Green was insubordinate. Therefore, the allegation was sustained. Deputy Green's actions
represent a violation of the following Department General Order:
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION 106.05
The failure, or a deliberate refusal, of any member to obey an order given by a
superior officer of the Department shall be deemed insubordination.
Insubordination may be cause for dismissal from the Department.
ALLEGATION DEPUTY GREEN VIOLATED DEPARTMENT POLICY WHEN HIS
ACTIONS MET THE ELEMENTS OF ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN A CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE
Regarding the allegation Deputy Green attempted to obtain hydrocodone; there was irrefutable
evidence to prove the incident occurred. Deputy Green sent a text message to Deputy Difani
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asking for hydrocodone to help relieve Deputy Green's back pain. Deputy Green acknowledged
during his administrative interview, he intentionally attempted to unlawfully obtain
hydrocodone.
Hydrocodone is a Schedule II controlled substance and per the Federal Controlled Substance
Act, have the following findings:
A. The drug or other substances have a high potential for abuse
B. The drug or other substances have currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States, or currently accepted medical use with severe restrictions
C. Abuse of the drug or other substances may lead to severe psychological or physical
dependence.
Except when dispensed directly to an ultimate user by a practitioner other than a pharmacist, no
controlled substance in Schedule II, which is a prescription drug as determined under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, may be dispensed without the written prescription of a
practitioner ...
Based on interviews and a review of Deputy Green's text message, there was irrefutable
evidence Deputy Green attempted to obtain a controlled substance in violation of 664/4060 of
the Business and Professions Code, a misdemeanor. Therefore, the allegation was sustained.
Deputy Green's actions represent a violation of the following Department General Order:
GENERAL ORDERS SECTION: 202.47
While on or off duty, Department members shall obey all federal, state, and local
laws and ordinances, and all activities conducted by a Department member shall
be performed in a lawful and appropriate manner.
CALIFORNIA BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE 664/4060:
(ATTEMPT) 4060. A person shall not possess any controlled substance, except
that furnished to a person upon the prescription of a physician, dentist, podiatrist,
optometrist, veterinarian, or naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section 3640. 7, or
furnished pursuant to a drug order issued by a certified nurse-midwife pursuant
to Section 2746.51, a nurse practitioner pursuant to Section 2836.1, a physician
assistant pursuant to Section 3502.1, a naturopathic doctor pursuant to Section
3640.5, or a pharmacist pursuant to Section 4052.1, 4052.2, or 4052.6. This
section does not apply to the possession of any controlled substance by a
manufacturer, wholesaler, third-party logistics provider, pharmacy, pharmacist,
physician, podiatrist, dentist, optometrist, veterinarian, naturopathic doctor,
certified nurse-midwife, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant, if in stock in
containers correctly labeled with the name and address of the supplier or
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producer.

CASESTATUS

This case will be forwarded to Sheriff's Administration for final disposition.
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At 0'}00 hc0rs, I still had not heard from Deputy Green. I requested Cpl. Amparano contact Deputy Green and direct him
to write the 488 from the day prior. Cpl. Amparano called me back to confirm the message was delivered. There were
no calls for service on the board; DSR showed Deputy Green's unit 10 8. Per AVL, Deputy Green remained parked on A
St X Metz Road. At 0950 hours, I drove to that location to find Deputy Green. I arrived and could not locate his unit. I
called Deputy Green and asked for his location. Deputy Green said he was inside a locked gated area and had seen my
unit drive by. Deputy Green opened the gated area and I met with him. Deputy Green stated he had obtained the gate
code from a previous alarm call for service and liked to park there because it was secure.
Deputy Green confirmed he had received instruction from Cpl. Amparano to write the previous day 488, but stated he
could not get anyone to answer the phone at Rite Aid. I told Deputy Green he needed to drive to Rite Aid (which was
less than 5 minutes away from his location) for several reasons, such as providing proper service to citizens as well as
obtaining physical evidence i.e. video surveillance. I provided Deputy Green with the potential suspect leads I had
located earlier. Deputy Green appeared uncomfortable with the direction. He stated he did not think he had to write
the theft as the victim did not know what was stolen. I used the example of a residential burglary; if he responded to a
459J at a house and the victim said they did not know what was missing, what would he do? Deputy Green said he
would write it and give them a supplemental loss report. Deputy Green stated he did not know he could do that with a
commercial burglary. (Deputy Green later text me that he followed up with another Rite Aid employee, who stated they
no longer desired prosecution. Please see my notes on the Changed Call Report on Lt. Chavez's desk for further.)
I asked Deputy Green if he was ok and if there was anything going on with him that would preclude him from doing his
job. Deputy Green's body language once again became uncomfortable, started to say something, then abruptly stopped
himself. He instead apologized (without me broaching the subject) for not responding to my CAD mail and not
responding the Alarm call immediately. Deputy Green stated he was busy writing reports, and since the Alarm did not
have additional activations, he did not think it was a priority to respond. I reminded Deputy Green that I had asked in
briefing if any deputies were down paper and needed help covering their beat; two other deputies said they were down
paper but he had not said anything. I told Deputy Green he needed to treat priority 2 residential burglary calls as what
they are; a priority. I explained it was not acceptable to sit on the call for a lengthy period of time until he is prompted
by Dispatch or supervision to respond. Further, I told him if he was writing or needed to take care of something
important, he needed to communicate that to his beat partners, dispatch, corporal, and/or supervisor so his
responsibilities were covered. Deputy Green appeared again uncomfortable, but verbally confirmed he understood my
communication.
Please contact me for further information or clarification.
Sam
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0 490.S P.C.

488 P.C.

PROPERTY SJOLENNANQALIZEQ;

I have entered all identifiable stolen prone tv
QUANTI1Y

ITEM#

UNK

01

___._I

c_o_N TINU
__A TI_o_N_s_HE_E_T_____
0 594 P.C.

P_A_o_E_�--

0 459 P.C. (Vehicle Only)

Into the Automated ProDcrtv Svstem via CLETS b,v usme: RSD Form 609.
DESCRIPTION (INCLUDE
BRAND/MODEIJSER.IAL II)

TYPE OF PROPERTY

UNK

Food

VALUE

10

10

Total:

EVIDENCE;

111 No physical evidence was found.
Latent fingerprints D were El were not obtained from the scane.
.
0 Ph1v1slcaI evI·c1enee coIIec:ted from th e scene was DI•cedinto the evidence lockerat the s1at1on.
ITEM

DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE COLLECTED

QUANTITY

R.P.NICTIM CONTACT

LOCATION OP
OCCURRENCE

Dlllc:Jl8U17
Tlme:QS21'
Q In Person
li1 By Telephone
Ci Collnter Report

Business
� Vehicle
Other

Wltaess laronnatjoaj

□ Residence

□

--

PITrY lliEFT

VANDALISM
COMMITraD BY:

D Graffiti
D Defacing
D Damaging

WITH:
0 Paint
Markers
UnlcnoOther

□

8

VEHICLE BURGLARY

-

COMMnTED BY:
D Rattoving propertY
from lhc loeauon m
D Removing property
and/or vdlk:le parts
ftom a whiclc.
ii Entering. bllsincss,
taking property. and
leaving without
--itll!.

OCCUIUtED BE'TWEEN:
Date: __

Time: __
AND
Date: __
Time: __
D Vdllcle WU pa,bd
1111d loclr.td.

FORCED ENTRY

□ Nosicnotbccd
entry.
□I WindowS1111Sh
Milks are CONillenl wilh:
Plying
gslimJinl

□

Coattfqcr

'jilj] No Witnesses were located. bl! No one else has been conlacted.

[Q Wllnesses Win contacted (see additional iDformatlon below).
Refer to attached Form C rer addltloaal narrative
A,d4i0oo•I lpfom,•Ooo·
� stated a WFA. weamg a while ahlrt and hue shorts, entered tie stare and grabbed um1own food Items and placed into
�n wallred <U ot 118 store paaalng tie
no attempt 10 pay for the Items. The suspect got Into Ile 1'88r
passenger's tide of lhe !nick. Unknown direction ot travel from 1he,.._
stated RIie Aid doe8 not desire p,oeeaitlon and he just wanted law
enforcement notltled. I checlced lhe lrrrnedlate arva and was uneble to
e 118 suapect 01' vetucle.

regE

□

Addltloaal Suspect lnfonaatloa:
S1a1al:. OPN/SUS. There is no follow up inrormation or Investigative leads. I advised the RPNlctlm of the� status and the cue number.
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CAD Email Report

From Date: 08/13/2017 08:00
Sender: 4498

To Date: 08/13/2017 13:00

Receiver: 4498

Owner:
3187 Timestamp: 08 13 2017 08:17:23
1019 AFTER YOU CLEAR THAT CALL

Sent To:

4498

Enter Stn:

998

Owner:
4498 Timestamp: 08 13 2017 08:30:22
OK
1019 AFTER YOU CLEAR THAT CALL

Sent To:

3187

Enter Stn:

998

Owner:
998
N4799 Enter Stn:
4498 Timestamp: 08 13 2017 08:30:42 Sent To:
YOUR WC WANTS TO MAKE SURE YOU ARE AWARE THAT YOU WERE DISPATCHED ON A PRI 2 CA
LL OVER 30 MINS AGO ....
I WAS WRITING
Owner:
N4799 Timestamp: 08 13 2017 08:31:13 Sent To:
4498 Enter Stn:
YOUR WC WANTS TO MAKE SURE YOU ARE AWARE THAT YOU WERE DISPATCHED ON A PRI 2 CA
LL OVER 30 MINS AGO....
I WAS WRITING
... COPY ...

08/23/2017 15:06:02
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RSA - LEGAL DEFENSE TRUST

6215 River Crest Drive, Suite A, Riverside, CA 92507-9749 (951) 653-5152 (800) 877-7317 FAX (95 I) 656-0854

MEMORANDUM
---,

I .
TO: __:::__._
=---1-J...L____________________

FROM:
DATE:

'hy "1>rA2,
½,lt<o ft8

PERS NO.

201'$�� ooJ,o

SUBJECT: DEMAND FOR PRESERVATION OF INVESTIGATOR'S NOTES
AND ALL OTHER PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATORY
MATERIALS
Demand is respectfully made for preservation of any and all preliminary
investigatory materials including but not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Investigators' and other persons' raw notes and summaries;
Preliminary reports, complaints, memoranda, and other "writings" as defined
in Evidence Code §250;
Any and all tape recordings of any kind, connected with this investigation;
Any and all electronic mail, notes, data or other information generated,
received or transmitted by any persons, connected with this investigation.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that production of all of these items will be
demanded, and herewith is demanded, to be turned over to the employee or his
representative, at the earliest time after the employee's interviews or interrogations
are completed, and certainly to accompany, if not previously provided, any notice
of proposed disciplinary action, regardless of whether or not the materials are
reviewed or considered by any disciplinary authority. (See: Government Code
§3303(g); San Diego Police Officers Association v. City ofSan Diego (2002) _Cal.
App 4th_, 2002 DAR 5775; Pasadena Police Officers Association v. City of
Pasadena (1990) 57 Cal. 3d 564.) Thank you.
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RIVE,<SIDE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPAR1MENT
STANLEY SNIFF, SHERIFF
Report Procedures - Alpha Series, General Information Update Acknowledgement Form
I acknowledge that I have received and reviewed the Report Procedures - Alpha Series, General Information
update, dated March 29, 2012, and that I have clarified all infom,ation contained in the document with my
supervisor, or higher department authority, so that J have a complete understanding of the purpose and meaning
ofthc procedures. Additionally, I acknowledge that l understand the appropriate use of the No Report System,
as described on pages 3 through 6, and J am aware that the "Nora Procedure Compliance Review" has been
added to the procedures to ensure consistent and appropriate application of the No Report System.

r,2yl\rJ G(Q(;ff\j
Employee

)ft2,
Su�rvisor

�

Station/Unit Commander

y�qs
ID#

:;2,� 7J
ID#

ID#

1 /z( r>
Date

�1ai:;1
Date

J.

f(j�)

Date

CC: Employee
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
STANLEY SNIFF, SHERIFF
Report Procedures

Alpha Series, General Information Update Acknowledgement Form

I acknowledge that I have received and reviewed the Report Procedures - Alpha Series, General
Info1mation update, dated March 29, 2012, and that I have clarified all information contained in
the document with my supervisor, or higher department authority, so that I have a complete
understanding of the purpose and meaning of the procedures. Additionally, I acknowledge that I
understand the appropriate use of the No Report System, as described on pages 3 through 6, and
I am aware that the "Nora Procedure Compliance Review" has been added to the procedures to
ensure consistent and appropriate application of the No Report System.
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Supervisor

CC:

'---\\.-\�13
ID#
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ID#

/d49
ID#
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Date
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Date
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Employee "P" file
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